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Eight Utah artists featured in the new Salt Lake Art Center exhibition,
Post-modern Utah:  

The exhibition Post-modern Utah features 46 recent works by eight Utah based artists - 
Christian Arial, Matthew Choberka, Jann Haworth, Laurel Hunter, Rudolfo Juarez, Amanda Moore,
Linda Peer and Edie Roberson. Post-modern is a complicated, wide-ranging term that applies to con-
temporary forms of expression in literature, art, philosophy and cultural criticism. It is also used as a
historical benchmark, the era that coalesced during the 1960's, and tends to embrace the Pop Art
movement and all that followed. The diversity revealed in the artworks selected for this exhibition are
evidence that the pluralism of post-modern forms of expression persists in contemporary painting,

photography, and sculpture in Utah.

Appropriation, the act of honoring the past through the borrowed forms
of other art works and commercial products is one aspect of postmod-
ernism. In Edie Roberson's painting The Cocktail Party, figures from
Renaissance art, including a replication of the profile
of one of the three dancing graces from Botticelli's
La Primavera, mingle amongst the tin toy figures
and dolls that are also models that Roberson often

incorporates into her paintings. 

Jann Haworth's six painting installation Dreaming Painters pays homage to
artists she admires; Hannah Hoch, Ray Johnson, Lee Krasner, Henri Matisse,
Louise Nevelson, and Pablo Picasso. In acknowledging these masters of 20th
Century art, Haworth is also honoring their work in the media of collages,

which she has mastered in her own
work through the reassembling of cut and painted fabric and
vinyl. 

Rudolfo Juarez paintings are inven-
tively rendered in diluted tar upon a
white canvas ground. We may read
his paintings as abstractions, until we

realize that the rows of painted black bars are replications of Universal
Product Code used on the packaging of food products which have become so
common in contemporary culture that we hardly notice them. Juarez is mak-
ing a statement with these paintings and reminds us that impersonal coding
insidiously impacts all our lives.



Linda Peer's concrete sculptures retain the overall shape of classical portrait busts, but the surface design
of tiles, broken pieces of ceramics, and plastic toys, gives her
work an engaging eccentricity. 

Christian Arial's eighteen small-scale ink drawings are organic
abstractions that appeal individually and as grouped in a line along
the gallery wall. A poet as well as a visual artist, Arial's diminutive
ink on wood drawings are like linked ideograms, mysteriously
compelling, as well as graphically elegant.  

Matt Choberka's paintings uniquely function between abstraction and repre-
sentation, an invented image depicting invented spaces. The top half of his
painting Border, is dominated by a symbolic sun, hovering above a broken field
and fence at the bottom of his composition. Choberka’s painting exercises
the important symbiotic relationship between pictorial form and content, and
in expressing a kind of darkness, they are signaling the painter's own unease
at the fate of a changing world.

Laurel Hunter's colored ball point ink drawings are
like aerial maps or graphs of various ball games; croquet,
golf and lawn bowling, where the placement of the balls
upon their depicted courses function both abstractly and
figuratively. 

Amanda Moore's mirror framed photographs of old signs and architecture in Utah
and Nevada are placed in light
boxes and exhibited as a grouped
installation. Encased inside illuminat-
ed moving picture boxes, Moore's

images add a new element of nostalgia, replacing the ide-
alized Shangri La images that were originally encased in
the light box and displayed in many of the dated buildings
she now presents to us in her own photographs. 

The public is invited to attend the Opening Reception for 

Post-modern Utah

on Friday, January 19, 2007 from 6 to 9 p.m.

Admission to the Art Center and Opening Reception is always FREE.

Post-modern Utah was organized by Jim Edwards, the Art Center's Curator of Exhibitions, and 

is made possible through generous support from the Friends of Contemporary Art and Alternative Visions.

The Salt Lake Art Center is located at 20 S. West Temple.  Call 328-4201 or visit www.slartcenter.org
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